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Let’s Make a Lapbook! 

I know, I just lost you...you are on your way to your local printer now! 
☺ 

 
Still need more paper? You can find bright colored, often acid-free 
cardstock paper at your local office supply store or Sam’s Warehouse 
for VERY reasonable. We always have a big supply of paper on hand for 
our children since we use notebooking and book-making for all of their 
studies. Plus, we are addicted to scrapbooking, so we MUST have plenty 
of options on hand for those creative moments when they hit. We 
choose a wide variety of paper depending on what we need… 

♥ 110 pound white…for an art project (great for watercolors 
and markers and glue projects), book or notebook covers, 
sturdy pages, and timeline notebooks/books. 

♥ 110 pound colored…for book covers… for sturdy pages… for 
mounting specimens… for mounting backgrounds for pictures 
and text. 

♥ Any pound…any color! Great for adding a touch of color and 
emphasis to any page. 

♥ Printed paper...for cute combinations and contrasts! We also 
use cute stripes/prints/florals as backgrounds for our covers. 
We have found MANY great options right at our fingertips! 

♥ Plain lined paper…use paper for their level of handwriting. We 
cut out small strips for captions, titles, poems, labeling pic-
tures and specimens. I keep them on hand in our supply cabi-
net. All the children have to do to write is grab a page and 
WRITE! 

♥ Copy paper…for printing off of the computer and Internet. 
We also use copy paper for printing our “hard-copy” from the 
computer and for printing the inside pages of our books 
(covers are printed from cardstock). 

♥ File folders...fold in a shutter-fold to make a fun, lapbook/
desktop project! Great way to safely produce a whole project 
book with all of your little books. (See Dinah Zike’s books for 
how-to’s, information to include, and great ideas! Also, take a 
look at the website links included in this book for THOU-
SANDS of amazing ideas!) You CAN use 11 X 17 or 12 X 18 pa-
per for nice desktop projects, but the file folders are very 
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sturdy. Both can be stored in your Notebook or in a gallon size 
plastic bag. 

Giving your children a wide variety and easy access BEGS them to 
get busy creating fun and easy books! Turn them loose! 

 
♥ Pens, pencils, and markers…You probably already have these on 

hand! Encourage writing by having a wide variety of pens, pencils, and 
markers. For notetaking, you will need pencils, pens, and highlighters. 
Most any brand will work fine. For producing your books, look for 
acid-free, photo-safe supplies. They will last longer, look better, and 
be easier for your children to use. Your child may be like Elisabeth 
and have TONS of fun using Gel pens. Those are fun to use for jour-
naling, labeling or hand-writing books. We keep a large supply on hand 
for Elisabeth to use on her little (and big!) projects! Also, another 
staple is brush markers! Elisabeth loves to use brush markers to il-
lustrate her books, notebooks, and scrapbooks. The tip works much 
like a paint brush, making them great for coloring rubber stamps or 
adding color to their book sketches. Watercolor pencils are also 
great for this! Both of my children have loved to use watercolor pen-
cils through the years. Watercolor pencils come in a huge variety of 
colors and can be used to add a touch of color to any page.  

 
♥ Scissors!!! Who would have ever thought that there would be SO 

many options when it comes to scissors? We usually keep many dif-
ferent kinds so everyone in the house (except me when I NEED a 
pair!) has easy access! We have children’s scissors, fabric scissors, 
embroidery scissors, decorative scissors (For scrapbooking and, of 
course, book making!), and craft scissors. You probably have some of 
these around your home. The key is having them in an accessible 
place when you are ready to create your heirlooms. Use scissors to 
make the books completely unique. We apply many of the ideas we use 
in our scrapbooks to make the pages in our books very, very special. 
Check out some of the pages from Elisabeth’s and Matthew’s books 
for cute samples of how you can use the different edgings to make 
the pages just perfect! 

 
♥ Glue...Here again, there are sooo many options available. Each has its 
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own purpose. We try to always have fresh glue. The beginning of the 
school year is the best time to buy fresh glue because there are so 
many great Back-to-School sales. Stock up then on your Elmer’s or 
3M glue sticks, 3M spray adhesive, Elmer’s liquid glue, rubber ce-
ment, mounting corners, and mounting tape. Keep them accessible for 
your little ones to freely use. We keep ours in our supply cabinet, 
ready-to-use at any time! 

 
♥ Staplers…Although there are MANY, MANY ways to bind books, we 

bind our books in four primary ways: comb-binding, spiral-binding, 3-
ring notebooks, and stapling. The first two may be a bit out of reach 
for you, but staplers are readily available for beginning authors. We 
recommend that most of you just have the comb and spiral binding 
done for you at your local printer, but you may want to purchase your 
own staplers if you want to keep your expenses down and encourage 
your children to make books at their whim. We keep the regular sta-
plers AND the heavy-duty, long-arm booklet staplers. These are es-
pecially great for making books. They are well-worth your investment 
if your children get hooked on creating books. You will find them us-
ing them regularly! 

 
♥ Hole puncher…You probably already have one on hand. These are 

fairly inexpensive. If funds are really limited, buy a hand-held hole-
puncher. You can line up notebook paper on top of your page as your 
punching guide. Of course, the 3-hole punchers are now so much more 
reasonable and save your time, making them well worth the invest-
ment. These can be used for a multitude of uses, but one great way 
to use them is to create your books in a 3-ring notebook binder style. 
Your children can design their own covers, hole punch the pages, and 
add the pages to the binder. Voila! Binding is DONE! Quick, easy, and 
inexpensively. If this is your option, you can find your binders rea-
sonably priced at your local Sam’s Discount Warehouse or office sup-
ply store. 

 
♥ Notebooks...Speaking of notebooks… Our favorite notebooks are 

the 3-ring vinyl notebooks that have the clear pockets on the outside 
so the children can design their own covers. We usually choose the 
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white notebooks (Either 1 or 1 ½ inches thick, although some of the 
more beloved studies have required larger notebooks.) and fill it full 
of plastic sheet protectors. Then, all our children have to do is add 
their work each day. This is one of the greatest places to store your 
information while compiling your book. Of course, we LOVE Note-
booking! Our homeschool notebooks have inspired many of the books 
that we have produced. As topics have grown in our notebooks, we 
have found PERFECT topics for our books. Everything from our note-
books can be used in our books too! Copywork, maps, narrations, let-
ters, interviews and even illustrations can be used in books. Also, 
notebooks are the perfect place to store away your books to keep 
them safe! If you need more help with notebooking, check out our 
best-selling book Notebooking! Yes! You CAN Be A Binder Queen 
Too! 

 
♥ Computer… Talk about turning a young writer loose! Our computers 

today invite our children into publishing their own books! Whereas 
you do not have to have the best and the most updated computer to 
produce your own books with your children, I am amazed at the 
prices for great computers today. They have become affordable for 
every home! We suggest that your computer have a good publishing 
program. Microsoft Office is our pick. It is the most versatile and is 
now available in a student edition—just show your local office supply 
your proof of enrollment with your homeschool. We use Microsoft 
Word (included in the student’s version of Microsoft Office) for 
writing our actual rough-drafts since it also has a built in spelling and 
grammar check. We use Microsoft Publisher (also in the set) for our 
actual book set-up. We operate Microsoft Windows XP for our oper-
ating system with our computers. It has a wonderful program that 
archives our digital pictures into files that are easy to use as clip-
art. 

 
♥ Camera… Yes, you can use those disposable cameras if that is your 

only option. However, I must share our mainstay: our digital camera! 
Not only do you save money on film processing, but you can also 
“paste-and-clip” all of your pictures into documents that your chil-
dren are writing. Printing is as easy as the click of a button. NOW…if 
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you have a nice camera, you can still have your film processed in most 
locations so that you can request a disc with the pictures on it. Those 
pictures can be used as clip-and-paste into your documents as well. 
This unleashes those children who are hands-on into a whole new 
world of writing. If they are your children who are constantly build-
ing, cooking, creating, or tinkering; they can document what they are 
learning step-by-step in their books. Get those cameras out! Turn 
those little ones loose! 

 
♥ Comb-binder…I know, I know… This sounds like such an extravagance! 

But, hold on! Comb-binders are now available in small, reasonable ver-
sions that are no larger than a 3-hole puncher. If you are going to 
make many books, especially if your children want to begin their own 
“business,” this is a MUST! You will save enough money on your very 
first books to purchase your own little comb-binder. These are avail-
able through our bookstore or at your local office supply. 

 
♥ Other “essentials” you probably have...The extras are what makes 

each and every book special in its own way, with the personality of 
the writer. The sky is the limit! Again, these are probably already in 
your home. Gather them together and turn your little ones loose! 

♥ Stickers! 
♥ Rubber Stamps! 
♥ Paper Cutters! 
♥ Cutting Mat! 
♥ Scrapbooking Books and Magazines!  
♥ Paints! 
♥ Ruler! 
♥ Paper Cutter! 
♥ Craft Knife! 
♥ Scrapbooking Supplies! 
♥ ETC! 
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Planning FUN and EASY Lessons...  
 

 

 

Now what? The next step is planning your lessons. 

Lesson planning…  

Sound dreary, boring, and exceedingly difficult? Did a vision of a school 
teacher from your past pop into your mind? Or perhaps, did classroom sessions 
from your childhood pop into your mind?  

Well, homeschooling need not be dreary! Homeschooling certainly does not need 
to be boring! And…beloved friend, homeschooling can be fun and easy! It all be-
gins with planning! Ready to see how EASY it is to plan fun and easy lessons? 
Let’s dig in…  

1. Choose a topic…  

 What do you want to study first? Now, if your brain is getting carried 
away (and it probably is! ☺), go ahead and print out our brainstorming 
planning page. Just list any of those ideas that come to mind—you may 
find that one of those is the best choice for now or, at minimum, you will 
have a wonderful list of future studies so your brain can rest now! ☺  

 Then, ask your children what they would like to learn. Any good studies? 
Now, really take this very serious—if they have an area of study that 
they would like to pursue, this is probably a good time to dig into it while 
their interest is peeked. I have lost windows of opportunity by “sticking” 
to MY plans with intentions to pursue their interests later—later they 
were no longer interested! (UGH!) You may want to move their area of 
interest to the top of your list and plan out a study on that topic first.  

 Finally, do be sure to think about what would be a good theme for this 
time—Presidents (during the election/inauguration??)…Lewis and Clark 
Expedition (during this two hundred year anniversary of their expedi-
tion??)…Egypt (during Passover??)…etc.  
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 Choose a fun topic! One that excites YOU and just begs for your family 
to dig in!  

2. Find resources...  

 Here the whole world opens up to you! REAL curriculum is not limited to 
a textbook. As a homeschooler, you can use REAL curriculum—real 
books, real life, and real people.  

 Go back to your theme.  

 What books would make this a great study? Now, you do not have to 
BUY books (unless you want to!). Your local library will probably have a 
wide variety of great books if you will take time to dig! Use their com-
puters to search for resources on your theme. You may also want to 
brainstorm ahead of time for a bunch of great options for things to 
study while covering your theme. For example, we recently studied all 
about presidents/government/elections during our study on PRESI-
DENTS AND ELECTIONS. I brainstormed different topics to look up. 
When I went to our local library, I had lots of ideas for topics to look 
up.  

 I also used this same list to research on the Internet. This was where I 
hit an unlimited resource of materials! There was anything from print-
able notebooking pages to coloring pages to games to pictures cute for 
our lapbooks to games to even full studies. I was elated to find so much 
great material. That is not all!  

 After we wrapped up our study, Matthew and I were blessed to get to 
travel to Washington, DC. It was like having a complete review in REAL 
LIFE—oh! Yep! Another curriculum resource!  

 And, we also were able to access REAL PEOPLE who were able to share 
what they knew to make the study great!  

 Easy…fun…and VERY doable studies! Decide what you want to cover dur-
ing your study. Go back through your resources. Choose key points that 
you want to cover in your study. What do you want your children to 
learn? Not sure? Why not study your topic like an investigator, asking 
who, what, where, when, why, and how? If you have a study like our 
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LEWIS AND CLARK study, why not study that topic in order? Your 
study may wrap around a single book that you plan to read. You may pre-
fer to brainstorm what to cover by what can help you teach the various 
subjects. There is NO right or wrong way to plan a study. Just be sure 
to make a basic plan of what you want to cover in the study so you will 
have direction and a basic checklist to know that you are studying the 
topic fully.  

3. Write down ideas for activities… 

 This is where we always try to include all of the subject areas. Since we 
study so many different themes, I don’t get upset if a study doesn’t 
“teach it all.” We have had no problem balancing studies through the 
years.  

 So, what would you teach? What kinds of activities would be good for 
developing a study?  

 What about copywork? Are there neat quotes to copy during table time 
that will coordinate with the study? What about costumes? We have 
made costumes as part of our study and we have also just let the chil-
dren dress up in scraps to “play” what we were studying. It worked ei-
ther way! The children would dress up in their costumes and BEG to hear 
me read from our books so they could “play” what the characters were 
doing in the book. What a great way to KNOW what they are taking 
from the study! Could you encourage your children to dig deeper by mak-
ing a homemade book or lapbook (obviously! ☺) as you study? What 
about food from the period? Research what was eaten and try it out. 
Try an experiment. Turn the children loose with a video camera and let 
them “act” out what they are studying. Oh…surely you are having ideas 
pop into your head…write them down.  

 Don’t forget to write down what you will read and write or any field 
trips.  

 

4. Decide how long to devote to this study...  

 Ok. Now, go back over your plans so far. How long do you think it will 
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take to fully study this topic? NOTE! You can be wrong! (GRIN!)  

 Get a basic timeline of how long it will take.  You can do this by going 
back over all of your ideas, options and materials. Group your activities 
under your objectives of what you want to cover. How long will it take to 
work through your activities and books to cover your objectives? Do you 
have activities for each objective? If not, brainstorm ideas for covering 
that objective or mark that objective off.  

5. Decide on the logical order to cover your study… 

 Are you going to cover the study in chronological order? Is there a se-
quence that just makes good sense? Do you prefer to have special stud-
ies for each day—art on Monday…crafts on Tuesday...etc?? Is it going to 
require a certain sequence for any research or writing projects? Pencil 
in a logical order. OH! And do note! This is the time to begin scrapping 
anything that seems insurmountable! Make it easy! Unless it is easy, it 
cannot be fun! 

6. Go for it! 

 Get ready to dig in! Ready? Want to jump in? Gather all of the re-
sources. Get all of the supplies together for the study. Make any copies 
you will be needing. Get that plan finalized and together. Got it all? 
Then, it is time to dig in! Have fun!  

 
 

Need more help? Check out more of Cindy’s articles at her home-on-the-web, found at : 
http://www.CindyRushton.com  There you can sign up for her free email newsletters, read 

archived articles, listen to her workshops in the comfort of your own home, and even ask your 
questions on her message board! Check it out today! 

http://www.CindyRushton.com
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Brainstorming Ideas... 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“Education is an Atmosphere, a Discipline, a Life.”  
Charlotte Mason 
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Yearly Planner... 
 

Plan and list below fun topics for study throughout the year! It is so much easier to remember that a topic should be 
approached in advance than to wait until the last minute. Also, jot down any books, resources, or events that would be 

great to deepen your studies... 
 
 

 
 

August 
_____________________________________________ 
September 
_____________________________________________ 
October 
_____________________________________________ 
November 
_____________________________________________ 
December 
_____________________________________________ 
January 
_____________________________________________ 
February 
_____________________________________________ 
March 
_____________________________________________ 
April 
_____________________________________________ 
May 
_____________________________________________ 
June 
_____________________________________________ 
July 
_____________________________________________ 
 

 
 

“May the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart  
be pleasing in Your sight, O Lord.” 

Psalm 19:14 
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Resources for this Study... 
 

List below resources that you will need use for your study. List resources that you have and resources that you will need 
(and where to get them).  

 

 
 
 
 

“The Lord will indeed give what is good and our land will yield its harvest.”  
Psalm 85:12 NIV 

Resources on Hand... Resources to Order... 
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Resources for this Study... 
 

List below resources that you plan to use for your study.  
 
 

 
 

“The Lord will indeed give what is good and our land will yield its harvest.”  
Psalm 85:12 NIV 

 

Topic Resource 
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Lesson Plans... 
 
  
 

Theme: _______________________________________________________________ 
Objectives:  

 
1.  
 
2.  
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 

 
 
 
Books: 
 
 
 
 
 
Field Trips: 
 
 
 
 
 
Videos/Audios: 
 
 
 
 
 
Games: 
 
 
 
 
 
Projects: 
 
 
 
 
Special Events: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“The Lord will indeed give what is good and our land will yield its harvest.”  

Psalm 85:12 NIV 
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Today’s Lessons and Activities... 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________\
My Reading Log... 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Grab a Theme For Your Lapbook!! 
 
 
 
 
 

Ready to get started…but just not sure of what to use for your first Lapbook title? Why not 
look through the following ideas. You are sure to find one…or think of a  

really NEAT one yourself!  

From Topics… 

50 States 
A,B,C... 
Airplanes 
American Government 
American History 
American Revolution 
Anatomy 
Ancient Egypt 
Ancient Israel 
Ancient Babylon 
Ancient Greece 
Ancient Rome 
Animals (all about…) 
Ants 
Arachnids 
Architecture 
Art 
Artists 
Astronauts 
Astonomers 
Authors 
Robert Louis Stevenson 
Battles of the Civil War 
Baseball  
Baseball Players 
Basketball 
Basketball Players 
Bees 
Beetles 
Bible Stories 
Bike Safety 

Books of the Bible 
Boxing 
Bill of Rights 
Birds 
Bob the Builder 
Branches of Government 
Bugs 
Butterflies 
Cathedrals 
Caterpillars  
Cats 
Castles 
Church History 
Circles 
Civil War 
Civil War Generals 
Colonial Life 
Comets 
Composers 
Constitution 
Continents 
Creation 
Daniel Boone 
Davy Crockett 
Desert Storm 
Dinosaurs 
Dinosaur Facts 
Dogs 
Eagles 
Early America 
Elections 
Evangelists 
Explorers 
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Farm Life 
Fine Arts 
Fish 
Flight 
Flowers 
Fraction Fun 
Gardening 
Geography 
Golf 
Government 
Grammar Rules 
Historical Figures  
History of Flight 
Hockey 
Honey Bees 
Horses 
Human Body 
Hurricanes 
Indians 
Indians of America 
Insects 
Inventions 
Inventors 
Jesus 
Jobs 
Jungle Animals 
Knights 
Leaves 
Leonardo da Vinci 
Lewis and Clark 
Lewis and Clark Expedition 
Life Cycle of an Animal 
Life Cycle of a Flower 
Life Cycle of an Insect 
Life Cycle of a Tree 
Life Cycle of the Plant 
Lives of… 
An Author 
A First Lady 
An Inventor 
A Preacher 
A President 
A War Hero 
Bible Characters 

Mammals  
Maps 
Medieval Times 
Middle Ages 
Military Leaders 
Missionaries 
Moon 
Monkeys 
Mummies 
My State History 
My Vacation 
My Travels… 
Music 
Music Composers 
Names of God 
Names of Jesus 
Nature 
Nature Hymns 
Nature Poems 
Oceans 
Ocean Life 
Old Testament Life 
Our Currency 
Our Solar System 
Parables 
Pharoahs of Ancient Egypt 
Pilgrims 
Pilgrim Life  
Pilots 
Pioneers 
Pioneer Life 
Plant Cell 
Pocahontas 
Pond Life 
Prayers 
Preachers 
Presidents 
Puppies 
Pyramids 
Queens 
Reformation 
Renaissance 
Revolutionary War 
Rivers 
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Sacajawea 
Sailboats 
Sailing 
Seasons 
Season of a Tree 
Shapes 
Silkworms 
Snakes 
Songs 
Song Writers 
Space 
Space Exploration 
Space Shuttles 
Speeches 
Spelling Rules 
Spiders 
Spider Webs 
Squares 
Stamps 
State History 
States 
States and Capitols 
Telegraph 
Telephone 
The Tabernacle 
Tornadoes 
Viking Life  
Volcanoes 
Wasps 
Weapons 
Weather  
Westward Expansion 
World Leaders 
World War I 
World War II 
Writers 
Zoo Animals 

 

Bible Themes… 

All About Advent 
Bible Genealogy 
Bible Timeline 
Books of the Bible 
Children in the Bible 

Creation 
Days of Creation 
Favorite Bible Verses 
How to Hear God  
Story of Samuel 
How to Memorize Scripture 
How to Pray 
How to Read Your Bible 
How to Study Your Bible 
Illustrated Bible Stories 
Illustrated Bible Verses 
In the Beginning 
Miracles of Jesus 
Missionary Stories 
My Favorite Bible Character 
My Favorite Bible Story 
Parables from the Bible 
The Fruits of the Spirit 
The Names of God  
The Names of Jesus 
The Sermon on the Mount 
The Ten Commandments 
The 23rd Psalm 
Parables 
Story of___ 
Baby Moses 
Christ 
Creation 
Moses 
Noah and The Ark 
Paul 
Paul’s Missionary Journeys 
Life of__________ 
Hannah 
Jesus 
Moses 
Noah 
Paul 

From Book Studies 

Charlotte’s Web 
Brown Bear 
Make Way for Ducklings 
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From Games… 

50 States Bingo 
Clock Bingo 
Color Tic-Tac-Toe 
Go Fish 
Letter Sounds Bingo 
Math Tic-Tac-Toe 
Multiplication Tic-Tac-Toe 
Puzzles 
States and Capitals Match 
Travel Bingo 
Vowel Sounds Bingo 

Holidays! 

Try these ideas for any holiday! 
ABC Book 
Bible Story 
Bible Verses 
Family Recipes 
Poetry 
Quotes 
Recipes from Around the World 
Songs 
Story 
Traditions 

History Timeline… 

My Country Timeline 
My State History Timeline 
----(Unit Study) Timeline 
Space Exploration Timeline 
Westward Expansion Timeline 
Lewis and Clark Expedition Timeline 
The Vikings Timeline 
Composers Timeline 
American Artists Timeline 
----(Person) Timeline 
Robert E. Lee 
Thomas Edison 
Helen Keller 
----(Time Period) Timeline 
Bible  
American Revolution 
Egyptian 
Greek 

Romans 
Middle Ages 
My Family Timeline 
Famous Men of--- 
Civil War 
American Revolution 
Battles of--- 
The American Revolution 
The Civil War 
World War I 
World War II 
The Vietnam War 
Desert Storm 

ABC LAPBOOKS 

Alphabet book (pictures and Alphabet) 
Alphabet word book (Letters of the 
Alphabet/words...you may also want to 
add pictures) 
All About Me ABC Book 
My Family ABC Book 
Funny Family Stories ABC Book 
ABC’s of Airplanes 
ABC’s of American Government 
ABC’s of American History 
ABC’s of American Revolution 
ABC’s of Ancient Egypt 
ABC’s of Ancient Greece 
ABC’s of Ancient Rome 
ABC’s of Anatomy 
ABC’s of Animals (any animal—or all 
animals you can think of through the 
Alphabet) 
ABC’s of Architecture 
ABC’s of Art 
ABC’s of Astronauts 
ABC’s of Astronomers 
ABC’s of Astronomy 
ABC’s of My Favorite Artist(s) 
ABC’s of My State 
ABC’s of My State Government 
ABC’s of Baseball 
ABC’s of Basketball 
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What About Illustrations? Ideas  
To Get You Started! 

 
 
 
 
 

Feeling a bit “CHALLENGED” when it comes to illustrating your Lapbooks? The 
sky is the limit! Illustrations do not require that you step out of your comfort 

zone. Here are some ideas for the reluctant artists in the crowd… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For Illustrations… 
 

♥ Use your own original drawings! Our children have both enjoyed illustrating 
their own books. On some of the pictures, they had drawn them ahead of 
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time and decided during the writing of the book that they were perfect in 
the story. Other pictures were drawn specifically for a spot in the book 
while we were setting up the pages and story in the final format. Their 
original artwork made each of the books very, very special.  

 
♥ Make your OWN illustrations using a digital camera! One of our greatest 

investments ever was our digital camera. We have enjoyed using it to snap 
pictures for our books, magazines, and articles for publication. If you will 
take a look in the back of this book, the pictures showing step-by-step in-
structions on how to create your own homemade books were taken with our 
digital camera and inserted into the book using clip/paste. My son’s newest 
book on the history of the Glock Auto-pistol begged for original pictures of 
the different models and uses. In his section detailing how to clean a 
weapon, the digital pictures perfectly illustrated each step, enhancing his 
verbal instructions. Some books require other illustrations, but don’t forget 
to use your digital camera to make your own original illustrations as much as 
possible! 

 
♥ Add clip-art from computer programs and clip-art books! Yep! Another 

of my favorite ways to adorn a book—can you tell by this page? The border 
is from a clip-art program by D.J. Inkers. The chapter title is a font from a 
clip-art program designed by Creating Keepsakes (They have several great 
programs available!). The cute little bears on the shelf at the beginning of 
this chapter comes from Graphic Garden. It is just a touch, but a touch of 
clip-art can make the book that you write develop your personality! Look in 
the listing of websites for many great websites with free clip-art. You can 
find a special touch or specific pictures for each of your studies. Just have 
fun! 
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♥ Add pictures from their notebooks! This has been one of the most popular 
ways that we have collected great illustrations for our books. Matthew loves 
to collect pictures, maps, art prints, sketches, etc. in his notebook. Inevita-
bly, these same treasures have made their way into his books that devel-
oped from his most favorite topics. In his book, Famous Copywork From the 
Civil War, he chose to use old photos of each of the men quoted in each 
section. It was easy because he had collected so many of them in his note-
book. He chose his favorites, scanned them using a computer scanner, then 
paste/clipped them into his book. He did the same with his book Fearless 
Warriors: A Chronological History of the US Marine Corp. The pictures 
were perfect illustrations for the book. Elisabeth just finish a cute Lapbook 
on Presidents and Elections that is full of great clips that she had collected 
in her notebooks. All she had to do was pull them back out and make copies 
for the Lapbook. They were ready to use! 
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♥ Decorate with rubber stamps! Rubber Stamps are perfect for adorning 
the pages of your books. You can now find great borders for your pages, 
cute quotes, and of course, really nice pictures. Plus! The investment can 
keep on giving and giving because rubber stamps can be used for Scrap-
booking, card-making, etc! 

 
♥ Add cute stickers! Want a easy and cute touch to your pages? Why not 

add stickers? We wait for specials at our local craft stores. Then, we stock 
up! You can use stickers as sweet accents, neat borders, bullets for your 
lists, etc. The sky is the limit! Again, if you will take a peek at Elisabeth’s 
Presidents and Elections Lapbook, you can see an example of how she took 
stickers from our scrapbooking stash to add the perfect touch to her Lap-
book. Stock up. You never know when they will add that perfect touch to a 
Lapbook. 
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♥ Use die-cuts for a special touch! Talk about the sky being the limit—die 
cuts are just abundant! You are sure to find the perfect die-cuts to accent 
your Lapbooks. Many craft stores or scrapbooking shops have dies available 
for you to use at any time. Take your paper, punch away! Elisabeth and I 
have spent whole evenings punching with their alphabet dies to use for our 
scrapbooks and books. What a great way to accent with the perfect ac-
cents and for hardly any investment at all! 

 
♥ Pull out those old stamp pads! Yes! You can use different colors to make 

your Lapbooks perfect. You can also use lots of fun techniques straight 
from your scrapbooking classes to make your pages special. 

 
♥ Decorate using stencils! OH! Don’t forget your stencils! You may have sten-

cils from other fun projects already. Or you may find some great stencils 
that beg for use in your book. Keep them handy as you work. You never know 
when it will make the page just perfect! 

 
♥ Add a special touch by embossing! Talk about one of my NEW passions! 

This is SO fun! It does not take much of an investment to begin embossing, 
but that small investment opens the door to an elegant touch to your Lap-
books and scrapbooks. Just begin small, but you are sure to become ad-
dicted! 

 
♥ Draw or color with regular or brush markers! Whether drawing or color-

ing free-hand or using stamps and stencils, you will soon be addicted to il-
lustrating as you use a good variety of markers. Remember to use 110 lb. pa-
per for any marker illustrations. 
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♥ Sketch with black or colored pencils! Oh, yes! Don’t forget your pencil 
sketches. Simple black pencil sketches make pages very special. Add col-
ored pencils and you will find yourself addicted to sketching! You may even 
have to begin other great books because you will want to keep on sketching! 

 
 
 




